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Transcription Overview
A good grasp of English grammar and punctuation rules is essential to making a good transcript.
Our transcription customers include teachers, students, business owners, researchers, journalists,
podcasters, and more. They rely on your high-quality transcripts as part of their jobs.
We trust you to deliver transcripts that are formatted according to our Transcription Style Guide,
and correctly capture what was said and who said it.
The Style Guide is laid out in two sections:
1. Transcript Formatting
2. Content Accuracy
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Transcript Formatting

Speaker Labeling

Transcript Formatting

Clearly labeling speakers provides the reader the information to understand who said what.
1. Formatting
Speaker names must be formatted in all capitals, followed by a colon. The dialogue should appear on the next line.
Each time there is a new speaker, there should be a line break, followed by another speaker name. An example is below:
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Speaker Labeling

Transcript Formatting

2. Speaker names
1.

When you do not know who is speaking, use SPEAKER 1:, SPEAKER 2:, and so on. Each speaker should retain a consistent speaker number throughout.
For example:
SPEAKER 1:
Hello. Do you know where the library is?
SPEAKER 2:
Yes, it’s on the next block on the left.

This is the same speaker.
SPEAKER 1: is used each time they speak.

SPEAKER 1:
Thank you!
2.

When you do know who is speaking, use the speaker’s full name, e.g. JOHN SMITH:. Only use the person’s name if you are certain of the spelling and
can verify it online, or if it appears in a graphic on the video.

3.

For university lectures, use LECTURER: and STUDENT: as the speaker names. All students can be given the STUDENT: tag. There’s no need to identify
each student uniquely.
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Paragraph Breaks

Transcript Formatting

Large chunks of text can be very hard to read. If a single speaker talks for a very long time, break their section into paragraphs every 8-10 lines.
You should start a paragraph at a logical point, and never in the middle of a sentence.

This text is hard to read without paragraph breaks.

This text is easier to read with paragraph breaks.
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Sound Effects

Transcript Formatting

1. Only describe sound effects if they are relevant to the story or message of the media.
2. If the sound effect is made by a speaker, it should appear in the paragraph with the text:

Note:
Music and sound effects are formatted
in upper case in parentheses.

3. If the sound effect is general, it should appear on a separate line and followed by a new speaker name:
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Music
1.

Transcript Formatting

When instrumental music plays (music with no lyrics), give the title and name of artist. Music markers should appear on a separate line and
followed by a new speaker name.

Note:

(‘ODE TO JOY’ BY BEETHOVEN PLAYS)

•

If the title and artist is not known, describe the music sparingly.
(UPLIFTING ORCHESTRAL MUSIC)
(SOFT PIANO MUSIC)

2.

•

Music and sound effects are formatted
in upper case in parentheses.
Song titles have single quotes.

Where the lyrics are audible, they must be transcribed. Use the speaker tag MUSIC: for song lyrics. Each line of containing lyrics should start with a
#. The final line of the audible lyrics should end with a full stop, followed by a #.
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Content Accuracy

Word Accuracy

Content Accuracy

Good transcripts accurately capture what is said.
O Do not correct speakers’ words.
O Don’t add, delete or rearrange words
O Don’t paraphrase
P
P
P
P
P

Use correct spelling
OK to remove “ums”, “ahs” and false starts. If in doubt, leave it in.
OK to remove short interviewer interjections like “Mm-hmm.”
Swear words should be left in. If it’s in the audio, it’s in the transcript.
If a period (full stop) works, it is best to use one. Short, clear sentences are usually the most readable.
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Research & Verification

Content Accuracy

Take time to research the correct capitalization and spelling of names, places,
company names and jargon.
Follow on-screen graphics.
▪ Match the spelling and capitalization of what you see on screen.
Verify using official websites wherever possible.
▪ Spelling on an official website is more reliable than on a personal blog.
Use Google for jargon.
▪ If you can’t find an unfamiliar word, try a few spelling variations.
Do your best, but don’t waste time.
▪ Make a reasonable effort to research and verify terms, but don’t spend too long.
▪ If a name or term is not verifiable, make your best guess with common or phonetic spellings.
Represent inaudible content.
▪ If you can’t make out a word because the audio might be too faint or unclear, you should
represent this as (INAUDIBLE) in the captions.
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Note:
Often the specialized names and places
are the most important words in a video.
Misspelling a company name when
transcribing a video for that company is
like using the wrong name when
addressing someone. It’s important to
get them right!

Punctuation
‘’
’
“”
‘’
…

APOSTROPHE

COMMA

DASH

DOUBLE QUOTE

SINGLE QUOTE

ELLIPSIS

Content Accuracy

Not for plurals. Use for possessive. Eg. Mike’s cat is cute. The cat showed its tail.
BEFORE: ‘though’ and ‘however’. AFTER: ‘thanks’ ‘oh’ ‘well’
Thanks, Paul. Oh, I was expecting that, however I am not interested.
Use for additional comment or sudden change of thought. Eg.
I had a great day today – then I saw you! Or: How to use a dash – correctly!

She said, “Use double quotes when quoting prose, poem or conversation.”

The answer is ‘A’.
Use with no space afterwards to indicate a pause to think.
- She wasn’t angry…she was just tired.
Also for interruption by another speaker or trailing off.
- I think that… Well, maybe…we should.
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Contractions
Slang contractions should be spelled
as they are spoken, as long as
readability is not compromised

Content Accuracy

▪

I'ma

I'ma whoop you!

▪

y'all, y'all all

How y’all doing?

▪

ya

I hear ya.

▪

‘em

I got ‘em right here.

▪

lemme

Lemme at him.

▪

gimme

Just gimme a sec.

▪

what up

What up, homie?

▪

wassup

Wassup, bro?

▪

talkin’, thinkin’, walkin’ etc.

I'm talkin’ about a revolution, baby.

▪

gonna, wanna, kinda

I wanna ride with you.
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Spelling Exceptions
For consistency and readability,
spell the following words and
phrases in this form:

Content Accuracy

✓ alright

O all right

It’s alright, I’ll go.

✓ OK

O Okay, okay, Ok

That’s not OK.

✓ ‘cause

O cos, coz

He did it ‘cause he was tired.

✓ straight away

O straightaway

He left straight away.

✓ till

O ‘til, til

We’re waiting till noon.

✓ good morning

O goodmorning

Good morning, John.

✓ goodnight

O good night

Goodnight, Amy.

✓ no-one

O noone, no one

It seems no-one is coming.

✓ teammate

O team-mate, team mate

His teammate agrees.
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Capitalization
▪
▪

Content Accuracy

Do not capitalize ‘royal’, unless part of a proper noun (“The royal family finished their royal tour”, “The Royal Beach Palace Hotel”).
Capitalize political titles when current and American, or when used as part of a full title and name, but not when former or foreign.

P

O

Current ministers (Vice President, Secretary of State, Attorney-General, etc.)

General political terms (“the minister said...”, “the parties joined...”)

Political parties (Republican Party, the Republican Party, the Democratic Party, Independent, etc.)

Terms like ‘commission’ and ‘inquiry’, unless as part of an official title (“a state commission into
abuse”, but “The Commission of Audit”)

Opposition Leader and the Opposition (for current title holders only)

Police, unless using full official title (“the police arrived on scene”, “the matter was referred to Los
Angeles Police Department”)

The Government, when talking about the currently sitting party of government

News reporters’ titles (“state political reporter John Smith”, “US bureau chief Bela Lugosi”)

Federal, but usually only when paired with another capitalised word, or as part of a title (“the
Federal Government”, “a federal initiative”)

Business titles (“managing director Boris Karloff”)

Mom and Dad, when used as titles (“I said to Mom”, but “I said to my mom”)

General political terms (“the minister said...”, “the parties joined...”)

Military titles, only when used as a personal title (“Colonel Lon Chaney”, but “the colonel spoke”)

Terms like ‘commission’ and ‘inquiry’, unless as part of an official title (“a state commission into
abuse”, but “The Commission of Audit”)
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Ellipsis…

Content Accuracy

An ellipsis is used to indicate:
▪

A pause to think, a stutter or hesitation, or trailing off:
It happened in about…1927.
Come to think of it...

Well, what I meant... See, the thing is...I didn’t mean it.
▪

An interruption by another speaker:
SPEAKER 1:
I was walking along the road and I…
Note:
When a sentence is interrupted by another speaker, use
three dots (...) when it is interrupted, then two dots (..)
when it resumes.

SPEAKER 2:
No, you weren’t!
SPEAKER 1:
..got interrupted!
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Hyphens

Content Accuracy

Hyphens are used in compound adjectives and
adjective/adverb/noun + participle combinations
when they precede a noun:

▪ e.g. 74-year-old father-of-two Tom Jones

No hyphens when adjectives follow noun:

▪ e.g. Tom Jones is 74 years old and a father of two
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Numbers

Content Accuracy

▪

Numbers with four digits or longer should have a comma every three digits from the right, e.g. 1,000, 20,000.
Exception: Years (‘the year 2014’).

▪

For fractions, change to decimals. “four and a half years old” = ‘4.5 years old’,
“travelled half a kilometre” = ‘travelled 0.5km’

▪

Time:
9:00 or 9pm
9 o’clock, 9, ‘nine’, 9p.m., 9PM

Words or numbers?
Numbers one to ten:
▪
▪

Write as words (including when used adjectivally, e.g. a two-year-old baby)
Except in measurements and currency, e.g. (It was 8m long, it cost $10)

Numbers 11 and over:
▪
▪

Write as digits, e.g. 27 years
Except in numbers over a million, e.g. 5 million, 2 billion, 9 trillion
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Symbols, Measurement & Currency
▪

The percentage sign (%) should be used in place of the word ‘percent’ after numbers.
The economy contracted by 0.5% last week.

▪

Currency should be represented with a $ symbol before the number, and following other number rules.
- $2,500.
- $3.4 billion.
- It cost $10.

▪

Foreign currency, if dollars, should be written with the two letter abbreviation, e.g., AU $24.

▪

Informal currency expressions should be captioned as heard, e.g, 20 grand, 50 bucks, 40 quid.

▪

Metric units of measurement should be abbreviated for readability and be represented as digits:
e.g., 4m, 10cm, 100km, 5L

▪

Imperial units of measurement should be written out as word, with numbers one to ten written as words
and 11+ as digits:
e.g., six feet, 11 inches
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Content Accuracy

Dates & Events

Content Accuracy

Dates should be written in the order spoken, but simplified.
Examples:
▪ “the second of June twentyfourteen” = ‘2 June, 2014’.
▪ “June the second” = ‘June 2’.

Historical events should be written with their official spelling and capitalization.
Examples:
▪ “the second world war” = “the Second World War”.
▪ “world war two” = “World War II”.
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Audio Only Files & Files Missing Audio
Audio only files
Some files on the portal will have audio only. These will be recognizable
by the Ai watermark on the video player. Many of these files will be
university lectures. When transcribing these files, follow the Speaker
Labeling rules as outlined in the Style Guide. Pay attention to special
instructions if present.

Files missing audio
If there is no audio throughout the entire video for the job, unclaim it
and report Indiscernible audio content. Spot check by clicking through
to make sure the audio does not return later in the video.
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Content Accuracy

Special Instructions

Content Accuracy

• Sometimes clients send a special request, such as specific spelling or formatting.
• When special instructions are present, the information icon beside the job will be highlighted blue.
• Click on the icon to see the instructions.
• When you claim a job with special instructions, a pop-up will appear, displaying these instructions for you.

• It is very important that you follow these instructions as the client has specified. The completed file will be
reviewed to ensure the instructions have been followed.
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Helpful Resources

Content Accuracy

- A grammar nerd’s best friend. Find the answers to any grammar problems you might encounter.

- Grammar rules, punctuation rules and more!

- Did you hear that word right? Check that it is a real word and fits the context!
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